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ABSTRACT For the current development of green civil aviation, this study aims to optimize the green
four-dimensional (4D) trajectory of commercial flight by taking into account conventional cost and
environmental cost. Some fundamental models, efficient processing methodologies, and conventional
objectives are proposed to construct the framework of trajectory optimization. Based on the environmental
cost including greenhouse gas cost and harmful gas cost, green objective functions are presented. The A*
algorithm and the trapezoidal collocation method are employed to optimize the lateral path and vertical
profile for 4D optimization trajectory generation. A case study for the A320 from Barcelona Airport to
Frankfurt Airport yields the results that the optimal costs can be obtained under different objectives and the
total cost can be more optimized by adjusting the weights of environmental cost and conventional cost. The
study builds an aided tool for 4D trajectory optimization and demonstrates that environmental factors and
conventional factors should be taken into comprehensive consideration when constructing the flight
trajectory in the future, as well as it can underpin the green and sustainable development of the air transport
industry.
INDEX TERMS Air transportation, four-dimensional (4D) trajectory optimization, green civil aviation,
environmental cost, visual simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the global air transport industry, the
ecological environment issues such as gas emission and
greenhouse effect are gradually exposed [1]. The concept of
“green civil aviation” has become a new state of the aviation
industry to protect the ecological environment and human
life and enhanced the ability of sustainable development for
modern aviation. Trajectory optimization of commercial
flight is a long-term research focus in the civil aviation field
[2], [3]. Under the background of vigorously promoting the
development of green civil aviation, the environmental
protection is integrated into the goal of trajectory
optimization [4], and it is practical and far-reaching to build
a green 4D optimized trajectory of commercial flight.
For the commercial flight, the most important aviation
pollution includes greenhouse gas emissions and noxious gas
emissions. How to assess and reduce aviation pollution has
been the focus of aviation scholars for a long time. Chapman
proposed three methods to alleviate aircraft environmental
pollution, that one is to increase the aviation fuel tax imposed
by the aviation international agreement, the other is to
change the transportation mode, and the third is to upgrade
the aircraft design or switch to clean fuel [5]. Yang studied
the emission control of international aviation from the
perspective of legislation and proposed that international
aviation emission should be governed by multi-subject [6].
The management and control of aviation pollution
gradually changed from policy and theory to aircraft
manufacturing technology improvement and aircraft
operation optimization [7]. Timmis et al. developed carbon-
fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRP) by the aviation industry to
reduce aircraft fuel burn and emissions of greenhouse gases
[8]. Moolchandani et al. introduced a developing high-speed
environmental assessment tool to evaluate the environmental
impact of emissions and noise [9].
Compared with aircraft manufacturing technology
improvement, aircraft operation optimization is more
efficient. Wei and Wang took into account the influence of
atmospheric environment and flight parameters, correcting
the emission indices of CO2, NOx, CO, and HC generated
during flight and assessing the emissions of pollutants at
2each stage [10]. Phleps and Hornung proposed a method to
calculate the emission cost of noxious gas [11]. Soler et al.
proposed a method for calculating the cost of the contrail
[12]. Chen et al. developed a strategy to reduce the contrail
based on environment and operational cost, linking CO2
emission and contrail formation to environmental cost
through changes of absolute global temperature potential
(AGTP) [13], [14].
In the research of trajectory optimization of commercial
flight, an aircraft point-mass model was proposed between
the six degrees of freedom model and the basic kinematics
model, which is considered to be a sufficiently accurate
dynamic method for aircraft trajectory planning research [15].
Based on the basic model, Chamlou proposed a new 3-
dimensional trajectory collision detection algorithm for
judging aircraft position and velocity through ADS-B data
and TCAS system [16]. Mou and Wang used the AP model
and the GAP model to establish the matrix corresponding to
the aircraft and the flight level, so as to obtain the optimal
efficiency value of the flight level change scheme through
the Hungarian algorithm [17]. Based on the model of
historical flight data, Lu fitted the flight altitude profile of the
aircraft and used the recursive simulation method to solve the
4D trajectory [18]. Trajectory optimization is inseparable
from the application of some new methods and tools. For
optimization methods, they include neural network [19], [20],
k-means clustering [21], deep learning [22], adaptive fusion
and category-level dictionary learning model [23], etc. In
terms of optimization tools, GUI (Graphical User Interface)
and human-robot interface [24] are increasingly used in the
field of trajectory optimization.
At the same time as the basic trajectory research, some
scholars have taken environmental factors into consideration.
Williams et al. controlled the different flight levels of aircraft
through simulation experiments to research the effects of
contrail formation and gas emission at different flight levels
[25]. Campbell et al. proposed to mitigate the contrail
formation by optimizing the aircraft trajectory, and used
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) to solve the
model [26]. Sridhar et al. introduced a strategy to reduce the
formation of contrails in American airspace [27]. In recent
years, some scholars have proposed some new and practical
environmental assessment methods for civil aviation.
Antonio J. Torija et al. raised a method named
Environmental Impact Aviation metric (EIAm) [28]. A.
Rodríguez-Díaz et al. established a bi-objective model under
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS) restrictions, which
minimized noise impact, fuel consumption, and delays [29].
On the basis of considering the environmental protection
of the trajectory, the impact analysis on performance model,
meteorology model, and high-altitude wind factors was
added. Amin and Alam integrated the airspace model, the
meteorology model, the continuous contrail model, and the
air route model, and optimized three routes using the
gradient descent method [30]. Alizadeh et al. aimed to study
an optimal cost index for wind and optimize the arrival
trajectory through optimal speed [31]. With the collocation
method proposed [32], Codina optimized flight vertical
trajectory using Nonlinear Programming (NLP) based on
performance models and weather models [33]. Hartjes et al.
developed a tool that optimizes the trajectories of multiple
airliners that seek to join in formation to minimize overall
fuel consumption or direct operating cost [34]. Tian et al. set
up an optimal control model to minimize green direct
operating cost (GDOC) and established a discrete time
dynamic system for optimizing the cruise altitude and speed
profiles [35].
At present, scholars' research on the trajectory of
commercial flight mainly focuses on the single optimization
objective of minimum fuel consumption or minimum
emission or conflict resolution, and most of them only study
from one dimension such as the lateral path or vertical profile.
In the existing studies, more optimization results were
analyzed before and after the addition of environmental
factors, and fewer horizontal comparisons among other
factors and environmental factors were made on trajectory
optimization.
In this paper, an efficient and multifunctional tool for
green 4D trajectory optimization is built based on the
traditional trajectory optimization framework, and horizontal
comparisons and a sensitivity study on green objectives and
conventional objectives are conducted. Firstly, we develop
the trajectory optimization framework and propose the
optimization models of conventional objectives for the 4D
trajectory. Secondly, through the emission models of
greenhouse gases and harmful gases, the concept of
environmental cost is proposed, and the green trajectory
optimization model for the minimum environmental cost is
established. On the account of the green objectives and
conventional objectives, a case study for the A320 from
Barcelona Airport to Frankfurt Airport is conducted for
result analysis and sensitivity study.
The contribution of this research can be divided into three
aspects. At first, to improve the practicality of trajectory
optimization, a more detailed calculation of the cost in lateral
path optimization is made, where accurate wind effects and
route charges are computed. Secondly, the objective
functions in lateral path optimization and vertical profile
optimization are aligned as much as possible by means of
relationship between distance and time and establishment of
cost functions, in order to build a unified framework for
green trajectory optimization in this study. On top of the
above two improvements to the trajectory optimization itself,
the main contribution is that the concept of environmental
cost is proposed based on a set of comprehensive emission
metrics to realize as a complementary to the conventional co-
st, which provides reference and guidance for green 4D
trajectory optimization of commercial flight from now on.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
elaborates the trajectory optimization framework pertaining
3to aircraft dynamics, aircraft performance, air route
structures, meteorology, and conventional cost. In Section III
how to optimize the green trajectory is introduced. A case
study is made and the optimization results are analyzed in
Section IV. Finally, Section V presents some conclusions
from the study.
II. TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
Aircraft dynamics, aircraft performance, air route structure,
and meteorology are all indispensable factors for 4D
trajectory optimization. In this section, the trajectory
optimization framework is established based on the
fundamental models in order to build a basic computer-aided
tool for 4D trajectory optimization to lay a foundation for
generating green optimal trajectories.
A. AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS
The total-energy model equates the rate of work done by
forces acting on the aircraft to the rate of increase in potential
and kinetic energy, that is:
 dh dvmg mv Thr D vdt dt   (1)
where m is the mass of the aircraft (kg), g is the local gravity
acceleration, v is the true airspeed (TAS) in m/s, Thr is the
total thrust and D is the aerodynamic drag; /d dt is the time
derivative.Based on the point-mass model proposed by Hull
et al., the aircraft motion is reduced to three degrees of
freedom (the three translations), assuming that all forces are
applied to the center of gravity of the aircraft, where the
derivative equations of the three translations can be
integrated along the time. Aircraft forces are shown in Figure
1.
FIGURE 1.  Aircraft force.
The aerodynamic lift L and drag D are commonly modeled
as:
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where  is the density of the air, S is the wing surface
area, LC is the lift coefficient and DC is the drag coefficient.
The aircraft dynamics models are described in the air
reference frame neglecting wind components:
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where the state vector [ ,  ,  ,  ]v s h mx is formed respectively,
by the TAS, the along path distance (km), the flight altitude
(m), and the mass of the aircraft (kg); the control vector
is [ ,  ]Thr u , where  is the aerodynamic flight path
angle; FF is the fuel flow (kg/s).
B. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
Aircraft performance is the parameters that describe the
motion law for the aircraft’s center of mass, including the
speed, altitude, range, duration, take-off, landing, maneuver
flight, and so on [36]. The models and parameters of aircraft
performance in this paper are all from the Base of Aircraft
Data (BADA) published by EUROCONTROL [37]. During
the aircraft flight, lift and drag are the two forces that have
the greatest impact on aircraft trajectory optimization. Under
nominal conditions, the drag coefficient DC is specified as a
function of the lift coefficient LC as follows:
 , ,0 2 2D D CR D CR LC = C +C C (5)
where 0 ,D CRC is the parasitic drag coefficient and 2 ,D CRC is theinduced drag coefficient. The values of two drag coefficients
can be obtained in the OPF files of BADA.
The speed of the aircraft is an important parameter for
aircraft performance as well. The speed of the aircraft are
divided into indicated airspeed (IAS) and true speed (TAS).
The calibrated airspeed (CAS) can be got after correcting the
installation error and the instrument indication error of IAS
and ground speed (GS) is obtained after the correction of the
wind speed for TAS. According to BADA, The CAS CASv and
GS Gv for the aircraft are calculated using the following
formula:
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where 0 101,325P  (Pa) is the standard pressure of
air, 0 1.225  (kg/m3) is the density values at sea
level, 287.05287R  (m2/(K∙s2)) is the perfect gases constant
for air, 1.4a  is the specific heat ratio of the air; T is the
temperature of air and P is the pressure of air; windv is the
wind speed (the downwind is positive). In the actual
operation of the flight, the Mach number is also used to
reflect the speed of the aircraft. The calculation method of
Mach numberM in this paper:
vM C (10)
whereC is the speed of sound,  12aC RT .
Fuel consumption is an important optimization index for
aircraft trajectory optimization. For the aircraft of the jet
engines, the nominal fuel flow nomFF can be calculated as:
1
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where is the thrust specific fuel consumption, 1fC is the first
thrust specific fuel consumption coefficient and 2fC is the
second thrust specific fuel consumption coefficient. This
expression is used in all flight phases except during idle
descent and cruise. The idle descent is neglected in this paper,
so the formula of the fuel flow during the cruise is:
1
1000 60cr fcr
ThrFF C    (13)
where fcrC is the cruise fuel flow correction coefficient.
C. AIR ROUTE STRUCTURES
1) WAYPOINTS
To achieve 4D trajectory optimization of commercial flight,
the data of waypoint in the airspace is essential. The data of
waypoint mainly includes the longitude of waypoints, the
latitude of waypoints and the connection relationship among
waypoints, so as to obtain the basic structure. In this paper,
the north latitude and the east longitude is positive. Since this
paper only focuses on the 4D trajectory optimization
between the two city pairs, it is unnecessary to consider the
operation of the aircraft in the terminal area, so the departure
airport and arrival airport are approximately regarded as a
waypoint. The data of waypoint is within the European
airspace in the paper, and the network of the air routes for
Europe is shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2.  The network of the air routes for Europe.
2) FLIGHT SECTORS
The data of flight sectors in this paper is mainly composed of
the latitude and longitude coordinates of the boundary of
several airblocks, the airblocks contained in each sector and
the en route charges of sectors.
This paper introduces the concept of HOTSPOT, which
refers to a busy sector where the flow and capacity are
unbalanced in a certain period [38]. The controller load and
the probability of flight collision in HOTSPOT are both
higher, so flying around HOTSPOT is an important
optimization target. Line Intersecting Method (LIM) is
proposed to determine whether an intersection occurs
between the segment of two waypoints and the boundary of
each airblock in one sector in order to realize the fly-around
for HOTSPOT. In order to improve the efficiency of
judgment, the LIM is divided into two steps of rectangle
judgment and cross-product judgment, as shown in Table I.
It is assumed line segment AB is one of the segments
between two waypoints and line segment CD is one segment
of one airblock’s boundary. According to the rectangle
judgment, when the rectangle formed with AB as the
diagonal and the rectangle formed with CD as the diagonal
do not overlap, the two line segments are inevitably unable to
intersect, so the LIM can finish in advance to improve the
efficiency of judgment. If rectangle judgment passes, the
cross-product judgment will start, which is also called the
straddle judgment. Only when the two points of AB straddle
both sides of CD, the line segment AB intersects the line
segment CD.
5TABLE I
DIAGRAM OF RECTANGLE JUDGMENT AND CROSS-PRODUCT JUDGMENT OF
LIM
Rectangle Judgment
Cross-product
Judgment
Pass No Pass
No Pass
Pass
Besides the fly-around of HOTSPOT, the en route charge is
another data that needs to be processed. Generally, the
segment between two waypoints crosses one or two sectors.
Thus, the en route charge unit rate of the whole segment is
obtained by calculating the average value of the unit rate of
sectors where the front and rear waypoints are located. Since
the sectors are some irregular polygons composed of
airblocks, Ray Casting Method (RCM) is adopted in this
paper to determine the sectors where the waypoints are
located. RCM leads a ray from the target point. If the number
of intersections between the ray and the polygon boundary is
odd, the point is inside the polygon; otherwise, the number of
intersections is even or zero, the point is outside the polygon,
as shown in Figure 3. In the same way, the airblocks of
sectors includes the starting and ending waypoint of a
segment are determined to obtain en route charges of one
segment.
FIGURE 3.  Diagram of RCM.
If the waypoint is on the boundary of the sector, the sector
may not be determined accurately where the waypoint is
located by RCM. Therefore, Adduction Method (AM) is put
forward to solve the special situation of the waypoint on the
boundary. The expression of the AM is:
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where k is the marks of the front and rear waypoints of one
segment (we defined the start waypoint is the front waypoint
and the end waypoint is the rear waypoint when the aircraft
flies through one segment), kx is the original x coordinate of
the waypoint, ky is the original y coordinate of the
waypoint, kx is the new x coordinate of the waypoint after
adduction, ky is the new y coordinate of the waypoint after
adduction, frontx and fronty are the x coordinate and
the y coordinate of the front waypoint, rearx and reary are
the x coordinate and the y coordinate of the rear waypoint,
and  is adduction coefficient. The larger the adduction
coefficient is, the less the adduction is and the higher the
adduction accuracy is. Because of the large range of sectors,
high adduction accuracy is not required in this paper, so it is
assumed that 100  .
D. METEOROLOGY
Meteorology is the interdisciplinary scientific study of the
atmosphere. For aircraft trajectory optimization research, the
main atmospheric properties are temperature, pressure, the
density of the air and relative humidity. In the international
standard atmosphere (ISA) model of BADA, ISA
temperature gradient with the altitude below the tropopause
is 0.0065   (K/m) and the ISA temperature of the
standard sea level is 0 288.15T  (K). The altitude of the
tropopause is 11,000troph  (m) in the ISA model and the
temperature is considered constant above the tropopause:
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where tropT is the temperature of the tropopause (K). The
pressure is calculated using the following formula:
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Finally, the air density is calculated from the pressure and
the temperature at altitude using the perfect gas law:
/P RT  (18)
The data of weather in this paper is mainly derived from
the GRIB2 files published by Global Forecast System (GFS)
of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and the GFS data is further divided into GFS
Analysis data and GFS Forecasts data. As shown in Figure 4,
the weather data of the 1° × 1° latitude and longitude grid is
selected in the GFS Analysis data.
FIGURE 4.  Diagram of the grid of latitude and longitude.
Based on the LIM, this paper introduces an intersection
method for line segment and rectangle to determine which
grids of latitude and longitude the segment crosses, as shown
in Figure 5. The intersection method for line segment and
rectangle is divided into two steps. Firstly, the grids of the
waypoints at both ends of the segment are determined, and
then the diagonal of the grid intersecting the segment is
judged according to the LIM, so as to judge which grids of
latitude and longitude the whole segment crosses.
FIGURE 5.  Segment crosses the 1°×1° grids of latitude and longitude.
The certain same weather data value (such as temperature,
pressure, relative humidity, wind direction, and wind speed,
etc.) of the longitude and latitude grids crossed by the
segment between two waypoints is summed and averaged, in
order to obtain the weather data value of the whole segment,
and the function is expressed as:
1
N
nnab
WeaWea N
  (19)
where abWea is the certain weather data value of one segment
with starting waypoint a and ending waypoint b , n is the
mark of grids which the segment crosses, N is the total
number of grids crossed by the segment.
E. CONVENTIONAL COST FUNCTIONS
In the paper, the concept of conventional cost means the sum
of fuel cost, time cost, and en route charges. We proposed
the models of conventional objectives including the shortest
distance, the shortest flight time, and the minimum
conventional cost to perform fundamental optimization of
the 4D trajectory.
1) FUEL COST
Fuel cost is an important factor in the trajectory optimization
of commercial flight. Considering the impact of high-altitude
wind in this paper, the fuel cost is related to flight distance,
TAS, wind speed, fuel flow, and fuel cost coefficient:
1000
fuel F
wind
sCost FF Cv v
   (20)
where fuelCost is the fuel cost (€) and =0.8FC (€/kg) is the fuel
cost coefficient.
2) TIME COST
The time cost of the flight includes ownership cost,
maintenance cost, and crew cost. Based on the cost index, the
time cost can be calculated as:
/ 60time FCost CI C t   (21)
where timeCost is the time cost (€) and t is the time of the
flight (s).
3) EN ROUTE CHARGES
During the cruise flight, the aircraft flies over different
sectors, and the en route charges of different sector zones are
considered, which can influence the trajectory optimization.
A model of the en route charges is proposed in the Customer
Guide to Charges of July 2019 [39]:
50charge r
MTOWCost d u   (22)
where chargeCost is the en route charges (€), d is the distance
factor and is obtained by dividing by one hundred the numb-
7er of kilometers flown in the great circle distance of each
segment, MTOW is the maximum take-off weight (t),
and ru is the en route charging zone unit rate of Europe. The
unit rate is updated every month by EUROCONTROL, and
the unit rate of September 2019 is shown in Table II.
TABLE II
EUROCONTROL MEMBER STATES’ NATIONAL UNIT RATES IN €
ICAO
Code of
Sector
Zone
The Unit
Rate of
En Route
Charges
ICAO
Code of
Sector
Zone
The Unit
Rate of
En Route
Charges
ICAO
Code of
Sector
Zone
The Unit
Rate of
En Route
Charges
AZ 9.67 EY 42.89 LM 22.51
EB 67.69 GC 49.96 LO 67.88
ED 63.77 LA 50.6 LP 24.82
EE 29.31 LB 31.42 LQ 34.74
EF 50.02 LC 31.98 LR 29.9
EG 56.96 LD 42.55 LS 97.82
EH 56.91 LE 61.33 LT 22.42
EI 28.26 LF 60.95 LU 59.01
EK 57.15 LG 30.59 LW 45.72
EN 42.41 LH 30.02 LY 29.62
EP 40.39 LI 78.1 LZ 49.83
ES 49.6 LJ 59.65 UD 29.96
EV 27.16 LK 40.03 UG 21.06
4) CONVENTIONAL OBJECTIVES
According to the aircraft dynamics, the aircraft performance,
air route structure, and meteorology, this section constructs
the initial models for the shortest distance and the shortest
flight time under HOTSPOT fly-around, which can be
described as:
 min = min ,   ,distance jF s j Close j Seg     (23)
 min =mintimeF t (24)
where js is the distance of segment j , Close is the set of
segments which are in HOTSPOTs, Seg is the set of all the
segments.
The model for the objective of the minimum conventional
cost under HOTSPOT fly-around is:


, ,
,
min =min
                            ,   ,
conventional j fuel j time
j charge
C Cost Cost
Cost j Close j Seg
 
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 (25)
where ,j fuelCost , ,j timeCost , and j,chargeCost are fuel cost, time
cost, and en route charges of the segment j .
III. GREEN TRAJECTORY GENERATION
The conventional objectives mentioned in the previous
section are not considering the environmental impacts, which
is not enough. Environmental issues such as emissions, noise,
and the greenhouse effect have become important factors
limiting the development of the global civil aviation industry,
so the research of green civil aviation has become a new
focus for many aviation scholars. This paper focuses on the
greenhouse gases of CO2 and contrail and the harmful gases
of HC, CO, and NOx, and the concept of the environmental
cost is presented to optimize the trajectory for green civil
aviation.
A. EMISSION MODELS
First of all, the emission models of gases based on the
emission indices are put forward here.
For the greenhouse gases, CO2 emissions 2COE of
commercial flight are related to CO2 emission
index 2COEI and fuel consumption FB in kilogram [40]:
2 2CO COE EI FB  (26)
where 2 3.155COEI  (kg/kg). Contrails form in the regions of
airspace that have ambient relative humidity with respect to
water WRH greater than a critical value criticalR . Contrails can
persist when the environmental relative humidity with
respect to ice iRH is greater than 100%. According to the
relevant formula [41], it is judged whether the atmospheric
condition meets the two conditions of the end of
condensation: (a) 100%citical WR RH  ; (b) 100%iRH  .
For the harmful gases, the emission models are:
HC HCE EI FB  (27)
CO COE EI FB  (28)
x xNO NOE EI FB  (29)
where HCE , COE , and xNOE are emissions of HC, CO, andNOx; HCEI , COEI , and xNOEI are emission indices of HC, CO,and NOx (g/kg). Different engines for different aircraft
correspond to different emission indices of the harmful gases,
which can be obtained through ICAO Aircraft Engine
Emissions Databank (EDB) from European Union Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA). The emission indices of the harmful
gases for some aircraft are listed in Table III. All the indices
in Table III are measured according to the procedures in
ICAO Annex 16, Volume II [42] and certified by the States
of Design of the engines according to their national
regulations. Chen et al. [41] and Tian et al. [43] used the
same data source to realize the reduction of the emissions in
the airspace.
TABLE III
THE EMISSION INDICES OF THE HARMFUL GASES FOR SOME AIRCRAFT
Aircraft HCEI COEI xNOEI Aircraft HCEI COEI xNOEI
A306 0.02 0.54 23.7 B733 0.05 0.95 15.5
A310 0.11 0.56 20.71 B734 0.05 0.95 15.5
A318 0.1 0.8 17.9 B735 0.05 0.95 15.5
A319 0.11 0.55 30.82 B736 0.02 0.17 17.89
A320 0.2 0.9 21.1 B737 0.02 0.17 17.89
A321 0.1 0.5 27.2 B738 0.02 0.17 17.89
A332 0.01 0.49 26.82 B739 0.02 0.17 17.89
A333 0.07 0.34 28.02 B742 0.14 0.63 30
A343 0.008 0.85 29.05 B743 0.05 0.04 19.68
A345 0.01 0.44 30.98 B744 0.07 0.5 25.98
A346 0.01 0.38 33.25 B752 0.02 0.34 23.96
A388 0 0.54 11.39 B753 0 0.6 36.82
B77L 0.03 0.07 33.85 B762 0.14 0.63 30
B77W 0.03 0.07 35.98 B763 0.06 0.49 25.03
B703 0.1 0 28.5 B764 0.14 0.63 29.5
B712 0.03 0.66 13.93 B772 0.03 0.31 40.63
B722 0 0.46 13.73 B773 0.03 0.31 40.63
B732 0.18 1.11 14.5 - - - -
8B. ENVIRONMENTAL COST FUNCTIONS
Compared with the current various environmental
assessment methods, the concept of environmental cost is
used to combine environmental protection and economic
efficiency in this paper. The environmental cost includes the
cost of greenhouse gases greenhouseCost and the cost of
harmful gases harmfulCost , and the cost of greenhouse gases
consists of the cost of CO2 emissions and the cost of contrail
formation, while the cost of harmful gases is the amount of
the emission costs of HC, CO, and NOx.
1) GREENHOUSE GAS COST
The time cost of the flight includes ownership cost,
maintenance cost, and crew cost.This paper attempts to relate
AGTP due to CO2 emissions and aircraft contrails to the
environmental cost in Euro. Using the social cost of carbon
dioxide as an estimate of the environmental cost of CO2 due
to warming:
2
2 1000
CO
CO
ECost SCC  (30)
where 2COCost is the cost of CO2 emissions (€) and the social
cost of carbon SCC is about 22.83 (€/t) at present proposed
by National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) [44]. In
order to quantify the environmental cost of contrails, the
environmental cost of temperature changes, specifically one
Kelvin of AGTP, was defined using the SCC and the AGTP
coefficient of CO2 for time horizon H years:
 1000
SCCECK H  (31)
where ECK is the equivalent environmental cost of
temperature change (€/K) and  H is the AGTP coefficient
of CO2 for the time horizon of H years. Using the ECK to
relate the environmental cost from contrails to CO2 assuming
that the same temperature change of CO2 and temperature
change of contrail have the same environmental cost for the
time horizon of H years, ConCost can be formulated as:
    1000HCon Con Con
HSCCCost ECK T H LH

     (32)
where ConL is the contrail length (km), and  H is the
AGTP coefficient of contrails for the time horizon
of H years. A list of  H and  H is shown in Table IV
[14].
TABLE IV
AGTP COEFFICIENTS FOR CO2 AND CONTRAILS FOR THREE DIFFERENT
TIME HORIZONS
Time Horizon 25H  years 50H  years 100H  years
 H , K/kg 166.71 10 165.78 10 165.07 10
 H , K/km 131.48 10 156.98 10 155.10 10
According to the functions above, the model of the
greenhouse gas cost can be expressed as:
2
H
greenhouse CO ConCost Cost Cost  (33)
2) HARMFUL GAS COST
Compared with the costs of greenhouse gases, the costs of
harmful gases HC, CO, and NOx are more uniform. The
calculation formula for the emission costs of harmful gases is
proposed by Phleps and Hornung [11]:
 /1000000HC HC U emissionCost E C f   (34)
 /1000000CO CO U emissionCost E C f   (35)
 /1000000x xNO NO U emissionCost E C f   (36)
where HCCost , COCost , and xNOCost are emission costs of
HC, CO, and NOx (€), 4UC  (€/t) is the harmful gas
emission cost coefficient and 15.9%emissionf  is the
percentage of the flights affected by emission charges.
Therefore, the model of the harmful gas cost is:
xharmful HC CO NOCost Cost Cost Cost   (37)
3) GREEN OBJECTIVES
For green trajectory generation, based on the models of
environmental costs, the objective function for the minimum
environmental cost under HOTSPOT fly-around can be
expressed as:

,
,
min =min  
                             ,   ,
environmental j greenhouse
j harmful
C Cost
Cost j Close j Seg

  
 (38)
where ,j greenhouseCost and j,harmfulCost are greenhouse gas cost
and harmful gas cost of the segment j .
Based on the models of conventional costs and
environmental costs, the fourth objective function for the
minimum total cost under HOTSPOT fly-around is proposed
in this paper:


min = min
                      + ,   ,
total conventional
environmental
C C
C j Close j Seg  (39)
C. LATERAL PATH OPTIMIZATION
In order to construct the green 4D trajectory, the lateral path
is optimized at first. For standardizing the lateral path
optimization process and facilitating the problem description,
the following assumptions are made for the optimization: (1)
the aircraft is treated as a particle; (2) take-off and landing
airports are treated as two waypoints; (3) in the optimization,
the standard cruise Mach number, rated TAS and rated fuel
flow of aircraft in the PTF files of BADA are used.
The A* (A-Star) algorithm is used to optimize the lateral
path, which is the most effective heuristic direct search
method for solving the problems of the shortest paths in stati-
9c networks. Compared with the depth-first search, which
cannot find the optimal solution, and breadth-first search,
which requires higher time complexity and space complexity,
the A* algorithm uses the heuristic search to find the optimal
solution with maximum probability and reduce redundant
time.
The closer the estimated value in the A* algorithm is to
the actual value, the faster the final search speed is, and the
optimization result is much closer to the optimal solution.
The algorithm expression is
     f n g n h n  (40)
where  f n is the total cost from the initial state via state n to
the target state, which is the total distance of the flight or the
total cost of the flight in lateral path optimization;  g n is the
actual cost from the initial state to the state n in the state
space, which is the actual distance or cost of each
segment;  h n is the estimated cost for the optimal path from
state n to the target state, which is the estimated minimum
distance or cost of each waypoint to the destination airport.
The A* algorithm for lateral path optimization is shown in
algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Process of A* Algorithm for Lateral
Path Optimization
Input: code of departure airport, arrival airport, and
HOTSPOTs
Output: total cost and the corresponding lateral path
Initialize take the departure airport as the current point
and add the current point to the set of connectable points
1: loop while the set of connectable points is not empty
2: Select the connection point with the minimum total
cost in the set of connectable points and take it as the
current point
3: if current point = arrival airport then
4: Output total cost and lateral path
5: loop while all points not in HOTSPOTs that are
connectable to the current point
6: Calculate the actual cost and estimated cost
between the current point and the connectable point
7: Put the connectable point into the set of
connectable points
8: end of loop
9: end of loop
D. VERTICAL PROFILE OPTIMIZATION
On the basis of lateral path optimization, the vertical profile
is further optimized. The following assumptions are made for
the vertical profile optimization: (1) the influence of the wind
is not taken into account; (2) the clean configuration of
aircraft is selected to optimize; (3) an estimation is done for
the value of the aircraft initial state, based on historical data
from previous simulations.
In this paper, the vertical profile optimization of the
aircraft is implemented by trapezoidal collocation method.
The original continuous-time problem statement of trajectory
is converted into a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program
(MINLP) through trapezoidal collocation method, and then
obtain the optimized vertical profile through solving MINLP.
The method diagram is shown in Figure 6. The time horizon
is divided into several time intervals called phases, and each
phase is divided into several discretization steps t ,
where     phase phasekx t represents the aircraft state of thediscretization step k in one phase, which should meet the
function          0phase phase phase phasefx t x t ( 0t is the first stepand ft is the last step of each phase).
FIGURE 6.  Discretization process for vertical profile optimization.
In this paper, the vertical profile is divided into 14 phases
to discretize the trajectory, so as to get a limited set of
decision variables. Then, the conventional operations
trajectory model is treated as a set of constraints that can be
applied to the path constraints and event or box constraints,
as shown in Table V. In Table V, ( )CASv t is the derivative of
CAS,  0h t is the starting height of climb acceleration and
the ending height of descent deceleration (m), VMO is the
maximum CAS (m/s), MMO is the maximum
Mach, ( )mincruiset is minimum flight time during the phase ofcruise (s) and ( )mincruises is minimum flight distance during thephase of cruise (km). For this paper, it is
considered ( )min 300cruiset  (s) and ( )min 92.6cruises  (km).According to FAA and EASA regulations, a minimum rate
of climb of min 2.54ROC  m/s is enforced to all aircraft in
order to ensure that controllers can predict flight profiles to
maintain standard separation.
According to trapezoidal collocation method, the function
of fuel consumption can be expressed as:
 (14)(1) 00
14,
, , 11,
1 ( )2
f ft phase t t
phase t phase tphase t tt FF t dt FF FF t
 
    (41)
where  FF t is the fuel flow of discretization step t and t is
the interval between two steps.
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TABLE V
PATH CONSTRAINTS AND EVENT OR BOX CONSTRAINTS FOR 14 PHASES
Phase Description Path Constraints Event or Box Constraints
1 Initial acceleration ( ) 0CASv t 
2 Constant CAS climb ( ) 125 m/sCASv t 
3 Climb acceleration ( ) 0CASv t   0 3,048 mh t 
4 Constant CAS climb ( )CASv t VMO
5 Constant Mach climb ( )M t MMO
6 Cruise
( )M t MMO
   (6)2 1 304.8 mhh t p   ; (6)14 19hp 
( )
0 min
cruise
ft t t  
    ( )0 mincruisefs t s t s  
7 Step climb ( )M t MMO  (8) (6)0 min/ft t h h ROC  
8 Cruise  M t MMO   (8)2 1 304.8 mhh t p   ; (8)14 19hp 
( ) (8) (6)
0 min ( )cruisef h ht t t p p   
    ( ) (8) (6)0 min ( )cruisef h hs t s t s p p   
9 Cruise deceleration
( )M t MMO
   (9)2 1 304.8 mhh t p   ; (9)14 19hp 
10 Constant Mach descent ( )M t MMO
11 Constant CAS descent ( )CASv t VMO
12 Descent deceleration ( ) 0CASv t 
13 Constant CAS descent ( ) 125 m/sCASv t   0 3,048 mh t 
14 Final deceleration ( ) 0CASv t 
IV. CASE STUDY
This section employs a case study by using the proposed
trajectory optimization framework and methods to compare
the results of different objective functions and verify the
feasibility of green 4D trajectory optimization.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
In terms of aircraft performance, the A320 is selected as the
aircraft type for this case study, and the performance
parameters of A320 are obtained from BADA shown in
Table VI.
TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF A320
Performance parameters Value
Standard cruise Mach number 0.78
The first thrust specific fuel consumption
coefficient 1fC (kg/(min∙kN)) 0.6333
The second thrust specific fuel consumption
coefficient 2fC (m/s) 429.515
The cruise fuel flow correction coefficient fcrC 0.95423
Wing surface area S (m2) 122.4
The parasitic drag coefficient 0 ,D CRC 0.025149
The induced drag coefficient 2 ,D CRC 0.036138
The reference mass m (kg) 64,000
For the air route structure, this case study chooses the
airport pair in Europe from LEBL (Barcelona Airport) to
EDDF (Frankfurt Airport) as the test site. The preset cruising
altitude is 11,900 m. The sectors named LFMMML and
LFFFHP is preset as two HOTSPOTs. The data of en route
charging zone unit rate for the whole sectors are from
September 2019 as shown in Table II.
The weather data of September 1, 2019, at UTC 00 is
chosen for this case study. The time horizon of AGTP
coefficients for CO2 and contrails is set to 100 years.
In this section, each phase is divided into 20 discretization
steps t for vertical profile optimization.
The program for lateral path optimization is written on
JetBrains PyCharm Community Edition 2019.1.3 x64 in the
Python language and the solver of GAMS on GAMS Studio
win64 25.1.3 is used to optimize the vertical profile. Visual
simulation is realized on Google Earth in the KML language.
B. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The trajectory optimization tool constructed in this paper is
capable of generating all the types of trajectories, being the
two trajectories of conventional objectives as the benchmark
of the case study. In order to facilitate the distinction and
expression, this paper uniformly names the objective of the
shortest flight distance under HOTSPOT fly-around for later-
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al path optimization (the objective of the shortest flight time
for vertical profile optimization) as Objective 1, the objective
of the minimum conventional cost as Objective 2, the
objective of the minimum environmental cost as Objective 3,
and the minimum total cost as Objective 4.
According to the optimization models of four objectives,
the A* algorithm is applied to optimize the lateral paths. The
optimized results are shown in Figure 7.
(a) The optimized path of
Objective 1
(b) The optimized path of
Objective 2
(c) The optimized path of
Objective 3
(d) The optimized path of
Objective 4
FIGURE 7.  The optimized lateral paths of four objectives.
Based on the optimization results, the optimized lateral
paths of four objectives are visualized on the Google Earth
platform as shown in Figure 8.
FIGURE 8.  The visual simulation of the optimized lateral paths of
four objectives.
On the basis of the optimization results shown in Table
VII, when considering the shortest flight distance under
HOTSPOT fly-around, not only conventional cost,
environmental cost and total cost are higher, but also because
of the deviation between the estimated value and the actual
value of A* algorithm, the optimal flight distance cannot be
obtained. In this case, the optimal total cost is derived from
optimal conventional cost, while if the minimum
environmental cost is obtained, the more conventional cost of
the lateral path is needed compared with the optimal
conventional cost.
TABLE VII
THE RESULTS OF THE LATERAL PATH OPTIMIZATION
Conventional
cost
(€)
Environmental
cost
(€)
Total
cost
(€)
Flight
distance
(km)
Objective 1 6,844.39 277.64 7,122.03 1,455.91
Objective 2 6,627.36 268.86 6,896.22 1,409.00
Objective 3 6,628.78 268.76 6,897.54 1,410.02
Objective 4 6,627.36 268.86 6,896.22 1,409.00
The distances of the optimized lateral path are treated as
the horizontal reference for vertical profile optimization.
Four sets of the height profile diagram, the speed profile
diagram and the cumulative time diagram for the vertical
profile optimization are shown in Figure 9 to Figure 12.
Figure 9 shows that when based on the Objective 1, the
aircraft reaches the TOC (Top of Climb) at 432 km and the
TOD (Top of Descent) at 1300 km. The cruise altitude
remains at 8839.2 m and the maximum flight speed reaches
237.78 m/s at 226 km. The total flight time from Barcelona
airport to Frankfurt airport is 110.05 min.
(a) Altitude profile (b) Speed profile
(c) Cumulative time
FIGURE 9.  The optimized vertical profile of Objective 1.
As shown in Figure 10, when based on the Objective 2,
the aircraft reaches the TOC at 306 km and the TOD at 1209
km. The cruise altitude remains at 11887.2 m and the
maximum flight speed reaches 228.69 m/s at 197 km. The
total flight time is 111.2 min.
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(a) Altitude profile (b) Speed profile
(c) Cumulative time
FIGURE 10.  The optimized vertical profile of Objective 2.
In Figure 11, it is shown that when based on the Objective
3, the aircraft reaches the TOC at 267 km and the TOD at
1178 km. The cruise altitude remains at 11887.2 m. In order
to obtain the minimum environmental cost, the flight speed
increases to 212.28 m/s and then continues to increase to
223.69 m/s. The total flight time from Barcelona airport to
Frankfurt airport is 119.79 min.
(a) Altitude profile (b) Speed profile
(c) Cumulative time
FIGURE 11.  The optimized vertical profile of Objective 3.
As shown in Figure 12, when based on the Objective 4,
the aircraft reaches the TOC at 306 km and the TOD at 1208
km. The cruise altitude remains at 11887.2 m and the
maximum flight speed reaches 228.67 m/s at 197 km. The
total flight time is 111.22 min.
(a) Altitude profile (b) Speed profile
(c) Cumulative time
FIGURE 12.  The optimized vertical profile of Objective 4.
The optimization results are displayed in Table VIII, and it
is shown that the shortest flight time can be got when the
higher costs are paid. Meanwhile, the results also show that,
by comparing the results of Objective 3 with the results of
Objective 2 and 4, it is found that for obtaining the optimal
environmental cost, the longer flight time and the more
conventional cost are needed to spend.
TABLE VIII
THE RESULTS OF THE VERTICAL PROFILE OPTIMIZATION
Conventional
cost
(€)
Environmental
cost
(€)
Total
cost
(€)
Flight
time
(min)
Objective 1 7,565.92 482.60 8,048.52 110.05
Objective 2 6,300.94 342.96 6,643.90 111.20
Objective 3 6,456.22 279.32 6,735.54 119.79
Objective 4 6,300.96 286.94 6,587.90 111.22
Based on the results of the optimized lateral path and the
optimized vertical profile for four objectives, four 4D
optimization trajectories are obtained of commercial flight as
shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13, The lateral optimized paths
and the vertical optimized profiles are combined to obtain 3D
trajectories, which are added the flight time on each
waypoint to generate 4D trajectories. They are more intuitive
and clear than the results of traditional trajectory
optimization.
(a) The 4D trajectory of Objective 1
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(b) The 4D trajectory of Objective 2
(c) The 4D trajectory of Objective 3
(d) The 4D trajectory of Objective 4
FIGURE 13.   The multi-objective 4D optimization trajectories of
commercial flight.
Through the data such as the longitude and latitude
coordinates of sectors’ boundary, the height of sector, the
longitude and latitude coordinates and heights of 4D
optimization trajectories’ waypoints and the flight time at
each waypoint, the visual simulation of four 4D optimization
trajectories is realized as shown in Figure 14.
FIGURE 14.  The visual simulation of 4D optimization trajectories on
Google Earth.
C. SENSITIVITY STUDY
This paper conducts a sensitivity study on the objective
function for the minimum total cost in the vertical profile
optimization to analyze the impact of conventional cost and
environmental cost on the optimization of the total cost. Set
weight  as the sensitivity coefficient of conventional cost,
then  1  as the sensitivity coefficient of the environmental
cost, 0 1  . R represents the reduction rate of
conventional cost, environmental cost, and total cost for
Objective 4 (the minimum total cost) compared with
Objective 1 (the shortest flight time). The results of the
sensitivity study are shown in Figure 15.
FIGURE 15.  The results of the sensitivity study.
Figure 15 shows that the overall trend of the reduction rate
of total cost increases gradually with the increase of the
weight  of the conventional cost, indicating that
conventional cost is still an important objective for trajectory
optimization, and the factor of conventional cost cannot be
ignored in the process of green trajectory optimization. As
shown in Figure 16, in order to establish the green trajectory,
it needs to pay the extra conventional cost, but the sensitivity
coefficient  0.3  can be found to make the balanced costs
of conventional cost and environmental cost for the optimal
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total cost using the trajectory optimization tool constructed in
this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
For green civil aviation, this paper proposes a method for 4D
trajectory optimization of commercial flight to compare and
analyze the relationship between environmental cost and
conventional cost. First of all, the trajectory optimization
framework is constructed by the aircraft dynamics, the
aircraft performance, the air route structure, the meteorology,
and the conventional cost. Some state-of-the-art methods
such as LIM, RCM, AM, and intersection method for line
segment and rectangle are applied innovatively to process the
data of air route structure and weather.
Based on the trajectory optimization framework, the
concept of green trajectory is put forward. The objective
functions for green civil aviation are proposed combined
with the models of greenhouse gas cost and harmful gas cost.
In order to optimize the lateral path and vertical profile, the
A* algorithm and the trapezoidal collocation method are
used respectively.
A case study of the A320 from the Barcelona Airport to
Frankfurt Airport on a typical time reveals:
(1) After the optimization, the optimal conventional cost,
the optimal environmental cost, and the optimal total cost
can be obtained under different objectives. If the
optimization of conventional cost is only considered, the
optimal environmental cost cannot be got.
(2) According to the sensitivity study, when constructing
the green optimization trajectory, the conventional costs such
as fuel cost, time cost, and en route charge cannot be ignored,
and the total cost can be more optimized by adjusting the
weights of environmental cost and conventional cost.
On the account of the optimization results, the visual
simulations are displayed in this paper as well. This paper
analyzes the impact of multi-objective on 4D trajectory
optimization, improving a computer-aided tool for 4D
trajectory optimization for green civil aviation, so as to
provide guidance and reference for the construction of flight
trajectory. Lateral paths and vertical profiles are optimized
separately in this paper, and the 3D optimization method
integrating two dimensions of lateral and vertical can be tried
in future work.
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